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LINK LINK CIRCUS 
 
As public arrives to take their seats, circus music is playing. The stage is naked but for a 
screen, a podium, four cut-out busts representing Aristotle, two Medieval monks, Rene 
Descartes, and B.F. Skinner, a red toy piano and toys connected with a red string forming a 
semi-circle. 
 
 
Image of the stage 
Lights dim becoming dark and we hear a terrifying scream, one of those horror film screams. 
Lights up. 
Isabella crosses stage running as if in danger. 
Disappears offstage. Silence. 
Isabella re-appears from the wing “being strangled” and making gagging sounds. Disappears 
again in the wing. 
Re-appears and a hand is caressing her face. Now she emits orgasmic sounds. She disappears 
again. We hear a strange animal screech, a chicken sound. Isabella reappears looking perplexed. 
She looks at the audience and asks 
I did not make that noise. Who made that noise? 
She looks at the toys on stage. She questions a few toys. 
Did you make this sound? No? Was it you then? 
The dog enters stage dressed like a chicken. 
 
Image of Isabella with Pan dressed as a chicken. Photography by 
Bridgette Lancome. 
 
AH it’s a chicken! Pio, pio, pio 
Isabella making a sound as if calling the chicken to her for some feed. Then admitting it is her 
dog, she picks it up in her arms. 
 Well, this is my dog. Her name is Peter Pan. Pan for short. I 
dressed her up like a chicken. I cannot have all the animals I wish 
to have but Pan is an actress, I am an actress. We can play all   
animals. 
 
There are my toys too (she points to the toys on the stage). We 
can play with them, just as I did when I was a little girl. 
 
My friend (she names the actor playing the role of the puppeteer 
who enters stage) can play with us too. 
You can help me make my toys come alive, right? 
 
I dressed my friend with my beekeeper outfit, I am a beekeeper, 
but I painted it black to be just like the costumes of the 
puppeteers in the Japanese theater.   
 
This show is a theatrical conference on the subject of “Can 
animals think, feel, and have emotions?” 
 
There are so many hypotheses, so many opinions, all 
contradicting each other, it’s a circus. 
Circus? 
The puppeteer and Isabella give each other a look as if to say, “let’s get ready to play circus.” 
Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to the smallest circus in the 
world: Link-Link Circus. 
Isabella places the dog on the circus stool and gives the command to bark. 
Bark! (Pan barks) 
Isabella points to the toy lion, snake and horse and commands 
Roar, hiss, nay 
Other animals’ voices are added to these sounds: elephants trumpeting, whales singing, birds 
chirping creating a loud cacophony. Isabella talks to the audience over the cacophony of 
animal sounds.  
Animal sounds were believed to have no meanings, “semantics” 
as scientists would say. They were like our screams, orgasmic 
sounds, or gagging, not intended to communicate anything 
articulate and specific. The savants stated, “Animal utterances 
lack semantics.” 
Isabella commands all the toys to stop making noises. 
Please shut up all of you! The audience cannot hear me! 
The soundtrack with the cacophony stops, the monkey toy is the last to shut up. Isabella 
reprimands it. 
But in the new studies on animal behavior scientists found out 
that instead animals have semantics (Seyfarth, 1980). 
Recorded animal sounds were played back to them and they 
reacted differently to different sounds. 
Puppeteer enters. On one arm, he has a kind of a glove that looks like a hawk. On one leg, he 
has a kind of a boot that looks like a cat. Puppeteer acts out hawk attacking from above. 
The chicken that spots the hawk warns the others with this 
alarm call. 
The sound of the chicken call is played for the audience (Appleby & Mench, 
2004). 
It means in “chicken” - danger from above and all chickens 
run under bushes to hide themselves. 
Pan, demonstrating chicken behavior, hides under stool. 
But if the danger is from below, like a snake or a cat 
approaching, the chicken gives a different alarm call meaning 
the “danger is from below” and the chickens fly on top of the   
trees. 
Puppeteer pushes his “boot”, designed to look like a cat, toward the stool. Isabella gives the 
command for the dog to come out of his hiding place and jump on top of the stool simulating 
chicken flying up on trees 
This sound is the rooster trying to seduce hens. He makes this 
sound while tossing up in the air a worm as an offering to hens. 
Scientists were skeptical and wanted to make sure this call had 
meaning –semantics - and that it was indeed meant for the 
chickens – “audience effect”- the scientific term used to indicate 
intent in communicating something to others. 
The rooster was made to live alone, he didn’t talk. He was made 
to live with females, but quails. He didn’t talk to them either. 
(Griffith, 2001) 
Of course, he had nothing to say to them, he didn’t find them 
sexy, he didn’t want to seduce them. He just ate the worms. 
Chickens and roosters not only emit dozens and dozens of 
sounds, but they combine them with postures, attitudes, and 
body language which give them great ability to communicate. 
They move quickly and at first, I didn’t notice how expressive 
they are. But with my friend, Patrice Casanova, and I 
photographed them and look ... 
 
 
On stage screen, we see photos (by Patrice Casanova) of chickens. 
 
The chickens in the photos look very expressive indeed. Isabella 
lists the names of silent movie star each chicken reminds her. 
They remind me of silent movie stars: Theda Bara, Eleonora Duse, 
Louise Brooks, Lillian Gish. 
 
I live in an organic farm with a lot of chickens and I also went back to 
University to study animal behavior and conservation. At the University, I 
found out that chickens might have small brains, but they are not stupid at all! 
They recognize up to 100 individuals in their coop. (Barber, 2012). 
 
 
They can estimate quantities. Of course, they cannot count like we 
do 1,2,3,4,5 but they know that 2 is less than 5, or that 4 is more 
than 1 and 3 is more than 2 (Marino, 2017). 
 
 
 
 
 
In a scientific experiment, chickens have demonstrated to 
have self-control, the ability to resist immediate 
gratification, for later benefits and therefore plan for their 
future. Scientists presented them with 2 machines but rigged 
differently. 
 Chicken at two machines. 
The first machine, once the button was pecked, delivered one pellet of 
food right   away. 
Immediate gratification. 
 
Chicken at first machine. 
The second machine instead, once the button was pecked, did not 
deliver the food ... but the chicken had to wait and wait and wait until 
it delivered a lot of food, a real jackpot! 
 
Illustration of the chicken waiting. Then a jackpot of pellets come down! 
 
 90% of the chickens chose the second machine showing an ability to resist 
immediate gratification for later benefits, therefore plan for their future (Marino, 
2017). Are you as wise as a chicken? 
 
Isabella walks upstage and sit on the stool, calls the dog to sit in her lap and a montage of 
home movies and photos appear on the screen: Isabella as a child with animals, on holidays, 
and as an actress dressed like animals. 
 
Since I was a child, I always loved animals. I always wondered 
if they were able to think and feel just as I did. It seemed to me 
that they could, but I was often told that animals act on 
instincts unable to make decisions, reason, think, or have 
emotions. 
 
When I went back to University, I was told that what I did as 
child is considered very badly in the scientific milieu, a very 
serious mistake: Anthropomorphism. I was attributing human 
feelings to animals. 
 
Imagine I did this so much that I even gave a funeral to my 
mother’s fur coat. Poor minks, they are now buried in my 
garden. 
 Even as an adult, whenever I went for holiday, I chose 
something that involved animals: safari, zoos, national parks. 
I even used my profession as an actress to understand animals. 
I often played them transforming myself into flies, spiders, 
shrimp, fish, ducks, snails, bugs, and deer. 
 
I even interpreted scientists like the great Charles Darwin to 
better comprehend his theory of evolution. 
I recognize of course we humans, can do much more than 
animals. We can design rockets and fly to the moon, we can cure 
diseases, speak languages, write books, create art... 
 
A voice interrupts Isabella. An old man with a beard appears on the screen. It is Charles 
Darwin. 
 
 
Darwin: Yes, yes, yes... There are differences between humans and animals, 
but they are differences of degree not of kind. (Darwin, 1871) 
Isabella: Oh! Ladies and gentlemen, Charles Darwin. 
 
 
 
 
Darwin is now next to the X-ray machine and he is showing physical continuity between us 
and animals. 
Darwin: The same bones that form our hands, form the 
wings of the bats, and the flippers of the whale. 
 
When the film ends, Isabella repeats Darwin’s famous  sentence. 
Difference of degree and not of kind. The physical continuity 
between us and animals is widely accepted, but cognitive 
continuity much less. 
But why can’t the brain be just like the skeleton? Different but 
the same. 
I think Pan feels, just like me, all these emotions. 
 
 
Drums and a scrolling list of feelings appears on the screen: 
Uncertainty, anxiety, worry, pain, fear, terror, defensiveness, protectiveness, anger, 
distrust, disappointment, reassurance, patience, persistence, interest, affection, 
surprise, delight, joy, exuberance, sadness, depression, remorse, grief, wonder, 
curiosity, humor, playfulness, tenderness, lust, longing, jealousy, loyalty, shyness, 
calm, disgust, gratitude, hope, sorrow, frustration. 
The dog leaves. Isabella resumes talking 
Feelings and thoughts might be too private and secretive for 
scientific investigations. Scientists in fact prefer to examine bones, 
guts, beaks and genitalia... yes, you heard me genitalia, penis and 
vaginas, or whatever other names science give to organs used for 
reproduction. 
Isabella pulls out a letter. 
Let me read the letter I received from professor Menno Schilthuizen. 
“...soon we will be publishing a scientific paper with the description 
of several new beetle species from Borneo. One of them, although 
unspectacular on the outside, it is small and black has very 
interesting genitalia. We presume it’s a tell-tale sign of the 
evolutionary arms race over control of fertilization that you 
illustrated in some of your films and for this reason we’d like to    
name this new species after you. Ptomaphaginus 
isabellarossellinae.” 
To have a bug named after me it’s a great honor indeed! 
Evolutionary arms race over control of fertilization! We females 
were once believed to be passive. Now everyone recognizes that we 
play a dominant role in sexual selection. Males have to sing, dance, 
parade to seduce us and if they don’t and simply rely on rape, we 
the females evolve ‘cryptic female’s choices. Yes, indeed this is a 
scientific definition ‘cryptic female choices.' We females still 
try to retain control over who will be father our ‘babies’ 
(Schilthuizen, 2014). 
 
 
Look at the male and female genitalia of the bug named after 
me. Why are they so strange, intricate, and complex? 
Looking at the male of the species named after me I suspect he 
is not a charmer or a seducer. He is not colorful. He is not 
known to sing or dance. I suspect he relays on rape. And look 
at this whip like extension from his reproductive organ: This 
is called a flagellum a whip like instrument that he will use to 
make his was inside the convoluted female organ. But let me 
continue to read the letter from Prof. Schilthuizen: 
“…On the male side, natural selection enhances  the ability for a 
long penis to deposit sperm  directly into the female. On the female 
side, there is a benefit in retaining the choice of which sperm to 
accept and which not. The upshot is that, over long period of 
evolution, penis get longer, and vagina get deeper. Similar 
evolutionary genital escalation is also known in ducks.” 
You might have seen my film on ducks that Prof. Schilthuizen is 
referring to in his letter. It’s a good example of the evolutionary arms 
race over control of fertilization. This bug is like the female duck. 
Female ducks are gang raped by the males. The females therefore 
evolved labyrinth-like vaginas with several canals that they can control. 
If a    male she doesn’t like penetrates her, she sends  him to a dead end. 
But if a male she likes penetrates her, she lets him in the right canal that 
leads to her eggs (Schilthuizen, 2014). 
I showed my duck film in my previous show entitled GREEN PORNO. 
It was about waist down: reproduction, but this show is about waist   
up. 
After many years of University, I want to deal with cognition, 
intelligence, consciousness, mind, but please indulge me for a second 
because exploring genitalia is the best way to understand evolution. 
Here again my film about ducks. 
To view video of Seduce Me episode about Ducks click here. 
 
 
End of film Isabella resumes commenting on the bug named after her. 
The Ptomaphaginus isabellarossellinae, the beetle name after 
me, live in the slopes of mountain in Borneo. There are often 
landslides on this earthquake prone part of the world that 
separates group of beetles. One group might end up at the 
bottom of the mountain where is warmer. Another group might 
end up trapped at the top of the mountain where is colder. 
Because the life span of beetles is shorter in comparison to 
ours, Prof. Menno can see how generation after generation the 
beetles evolve diffidently in the two different environments.  He 
sees evolution at work. 
Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution linked us to animals. He 
stated we had a common ancestor with the apes. This upset many. 
For centuries, we believed we had nothing to do with animals, the 
so-called brutes, we were not linked. But we are linked. 
I don’t feel offended at all by the idea of this link. On the contrary, I 
feel a moving bond, a touching continuum. It inspired the title of this 
show: Link- Link Circus. 
Isabella walks to the first bust that is of   Aristotle. 
Over two thousand years ago Aristotle, the great Greek philosopher, 
stated that all things that are alive have souls. 
Plants can grow and reproduce have a “nutritive soul’. But 
animals can also move and perceive (see, hear, smell) they have 
an additional soul:   the “sensitive soul.” We humans also have a 
third soul, “rational soul” that allows us to think. 
In Medieval times Aristotle’s idea of an order in nature, a 
progression toward more and more complexities and sophistication 
was infused with mystical and divine connotation.The ranking from 
simple creatures to the perfection of God was called the “Scala 
Naturae”.
The puppeteer enters the stage carrying a painter’s ladder. On the ladder steps, there are some 
objects (plants, animals, dolls, angels, etc...) placed in the specific divine order. The puppeteer 
has one of these carpenter bags with many pockets wrapped around his waist. Inside the 
pockets with some objects for the Scala Naturae. Puppeteer leaves the stage. 
Ranking is so ingrained in our minds that still today we talk 
about inferior and superior   animals, more or less evolved. 
Animals evolve not in an ascending order to become better and 
better, more and more perfect but randomly adapting to whatever 
environmental pressures like the beetles that lives up or down the 
mountain slope. 
Scala Naturae means in Latin “Nature’s Ladder” that should have 
indicated, steps by step, the way to perfection. But the exact order 
of this progression was never really settled, and I imagined a 
conversation between two medieval monks, Beatus and Angelicus. 
 
Isabella walks toward the bust with two holes and reenacts a dispute between two monks. 
Monk 1: 
At the bottom of the ladder there are inanimate things like rocks. 
On the next step, there are things that are still inanimate but look 
vaguely like animals. 
Puppeteer places a rock at the bottom of the ladder, and then places a fossil. 
Some rocks look like shells, others look like crabs. There are 
rocks that look like bones, gigantic bones. 
Puppeteer leaves stage and come back with the dog dressed like a dinosaur as if to suggest 
the answer. 
Isabella walks toward the dog in stupor then   explains. 
In medieval times people didn’t know what to make of fossil or 
dinosaur bones. 
Isabella walks back to the bust and resumes being the monks. The dog sits by the ladder. 
On the steps above the rocks there are the  plants. 
Puppeteer following the monks’ orders, places objects on the divine order on the ladder. He 
arranges a daisy above all other flowers. 
Isabella changes position and puts her head inside the second hole indicating she is now the 
other monk 
Monk 2: 
My dear brother, I would not place the daisy above the rose. 
The rose is the queen of the flowers! 
This is the first of a series of rearrangements that shows that the divine order was never a settled 
matter. Isabella pushing her face in this or that hole speaks alternatively as this or that monk, 
illustrating the never-ending argument. 
 
Monk 1:  
Ok, puppeteer to change the order and put the daisy below the rose. 
After the vegetable kingdom, there is the animal kingdom. In the 
order toward perfection I would put insects, snakes, birds... 
Monk 2: (interrupting again) 
No, no dear brother, I would put the snake at the bottom. It is the devil. Remember 
in the Bible? 
Adam and Eve, the snake? 
Monk 1: (becoming a bit annoyed but continuing the explanation) 
Ok, Ok. Puppeteer please to change the order and put the snake 
below all other animals. 
The progression to perfection keeps ascending to higher animals: 
lion, monkey, dog... 
Monk 2: (interrupting again) 
Dear brother, excuse me, but I think the lion goes on the top of all 
other mammals. 
Monk 1: (this time unable to restrain   irritation) 
No, you are wrong. Dog is a man’s best friend therefore it has 
to be above of the lion. 
Monk 2:  
No, no, no, dear brother I do not agree. The lion is the king of 
the jungle! 
 
The puppeteer tries to obey the monk’s contradictory indication and keeps changing the 
placement of the animals 
 
Monk 1: (continues with the explanation, but his irritation is 
now visible) 
But on top of all animals there is us, the human beings. Am I 
right? Do you agree? 
Monk 2:  
Of course, and above us there are the angels, the celestial 
creatures all the way up to God almighty. He is perfection! 
Divine music rises in the theater. The puppeteer picks up the dog and leaves the stage with the 
dog, bowing at God. He walks backwards as if to show respect to the divinity. 
 
Isabella resumes talking as herself. 
“Natura non facit saltus”, it’s Latin for “Nature doesn’t jump.” 
In medieval times, they knew that Nature doesn’t go from one 
extreme to another but makes intermediate forms, but they believed 
this was the path to perfection not evolution. It was God’s design; 
immutable and eternal. It might be God’s design and might be 
eternal, but it is mutable? 
 
Isabella walks and leans on the bust of Rene Descartes. 
Rene Descartes in 1600s proposed another order in nature, but 
simpler. A dualism: mind and body. We human have a mind, the 
manifestation of our soul, that allows us to decide which actions to 
take free will. If we chose to be good our soul, when we die, goes to 
Paradise, if we choose to be bad our soul will go to Hell. 
Animals instead don’t have a mind therefore no soul. They cannot 
choose their actions. They act purely on instincts. They are like 
machines. He called them “automata.” 
When I was a little girl growing up in Italy and the nuns at school 
told me that animals don’t have mind therefore no-soul, and my dog 
Nando couldn’t go to Paradise, I was crushed. 
In the last 150 years scientists confirmed that animals are not 
‘automata’, machines that act only on instincts, but their behavior 
can be modified through learning. But learning does not need an 
intelligent mind!! 
 Isabella pulls out a cut out of a dog. It is rigged is a way that it looks like salivating form its 
mouth. 
 
       
      Dramatization of dog salivating  
 
On the other hand, Isabella holds a bell. Puppeteer enters with a dog bowl full of food. 
Together they demonstrate Pavlov’s experiment explaining classical conditioning. 
Pavlov showed that even reflexes are not fixed but can be 
modified. He served the dog some food and the dog salivated. 
Every time he served food; he played a bell. (Isabella plays 
the bell) After a while he played the bell without the food 
(puppeteers remove the food) and the dog salivated.  
Classical conditioning. 
Puppeteer leave stage left taking with him cut out dog, food, and bell backstage. Isabella point 
to the bust of B.F. Skinner. 
 
B.F. Skinner professor of psychology at Harvard University 
demonstrated that  all  behavior, not just reflexes, can be 
modified. But showed that learning doesn’t need intelligence. He 
conducted several experiments in the 1960s and 70s working 
mostly with pigeons. 
Isabella slips behind the bust to become Skinner. The puppeteer enters stage and sits crossed 
legged below Skinner bust. He has two puppet pigeons on each hand. By moving his arms, he 
simulates pigeons flying around randomly. Isabella as Skinner speaks with thick American 
accent: 
There is no intelligence, thinking, free will, reasoning. All these 
nebulous concepts are   bullshit. All our actions, animals and 
humans, depend on learning from previous actions. If the 
consequence of an action is bad, that action is not repeated; if 
the consequence of an action is good, that action is repeated. I 
can make my pigeons do what I want by using a method I named 
Operant Conditioning. 
Skinner pulls out an electric probe (a kind of miniature stun gun). In the other hand, he holds 
some corn. He explains: 
Punishment (referring to the stun gun) 
Reward (referring to the corn). By a system of punishments and rewards I can 
control any behavior. For example, let’s say I want my 
pigeons to fly to the right. Look what I will do! 
Skinner demonstrates: He waits for one pigeon to fly to the left and he punishs it with a zap, 
but any time a pigeon flied to the right he gives it some corn. Soon the pigeons fly only to 
the right. 
I can make my pigeon do whatever I wanted, even playing 
ping pong. 
The puppeteer leaves the stage. Isabella slips out of Skinner bust and resumes talking as 
herself. 
Ok for instincts, classical conditioning, operant conditioning. I 
accept that our brain could be like a computer and is 
programmed therefore doesn’t need “intelligence” or 
“consciousness” to do lots  of things. But is that all we really 
need do deal with a world that is ever changing and 
unpredictable? 
How can thinking be an illusion? I think I think but  I don’t 
really think. We are like a machine that we think we think but 
we don’t think. (Isabella gets confused by her own statement) 
What? That seems so far-fetched. 
Why it is so implausible to imagine that evolution endowed us 
all, even if in different degrees, with brains that can hold 
concepts, can imagine possibilities, ponders which actions to 
take? (Griffith, 2001) 
           
 Imagination, like a little film in our head that runs 
possible scenarios. When planning for this show I first 
imagined it in my head. 
I know what you’d say “This is worse than anthropomorphism! 
This is mixing personal life with science. Isabella is an actress 
and now she thinks film could hold an answer to deep scientific 
questions!” 
But my imagination comes to me in images, but I can conceive 
that a dog’s imagination might appear not in images but in 
smells because that is its strongest sense. A bat, who uses 
echolocation, might imagine things in form of   sonograms. 
A video with puppies interrupts Isabella. 
Ah, these are images of puppies I raise. They will become guide 
dogs. I volunteer for the Guide Dog Foundation. 
 
Mamma dogs are sent to my home two weeks before giving 
birth. Once the puppies are born, I will keep them all for an 
additional 6 weeks. The Foundation prefers the dogs not to be 
born in kennels, but immediately be expose to a home with 
phones ringing, television on, children running around. Dogs 
have to exposed to all sort of stimuli to get habituated to the 
life they will have with the person they are going to   assist. 
Sometimes I keep one of the pups longer and a  year later I 
return it to the Foundation where it   will receive a formal 
training. When the pup is 4 months it receives a little yellow vest 
that allows    it to go everywhere with me, in places where dogs 
are generally not allowed: restaurants, theaters, or on the train.  
This is also the period when I start teaching them  some  
commands.  A guide dog can learn up to 100 different 
commands. One of them is “Find a seat.” 
Isabella grabs the chair behind her podium and places it in front of the stage. 
 
But there are lots of different kinds of seats. A seat could be 
this chair, or this stool, or your seat   in the audience, or a 
sofa in your houses, or a seat on the bus. It would be 
impossible to expose the dog to all the different styles of 
chairs, yet at a certain point, after seeing many seats, I have 
the impression they are able to generalize. By this I mean hold 
a concept in their mind. “Seat,” a place where a human bends 
his knees and rest his/her ass”. 
 
Isabella demonstrates by sitting on whatever is available on stage 
Scientists asked the same question and tried to find an 
answer experimenting with pigeons, one of the favorite 
animals for lab experiments (Watanabe, 1915). 
Pigeons, like dogs, demonstrated that they are capable of 
generalizing and therefore holding concepts in their minds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pigeons were shown many photos “with” and “without 
humans.” To get a food reward they had to learn to peck at 
the photos with humans (Herrnstein, 1976). 
Isabella referring to an animated film that shows the experiment she says “Mistake!” when 
the pigeon pecks on the wrong photo and “Correct!” when the pigeon pecks on the right 
photo. The drawing of a hand appears in the animation offering the pigeon a food reward. 
Then NEW photos, they had never seen before, were shown 
and the birds were still able to recognize the ones with 
humans. 
 
Isabella referring to the animated film and the pigeon ability to still identify presence of a 
human in the new   photos 
Correct! 
Not only that, even when a partial view of a human, like a 
hand, appeared in the photo they still able to give the correct 
answer. 
 
Scientists were astonished and went further. They decided to see 
if they could teach pigeons art. 
They wanted to know if pigeon would be able to distinguish 
different painting styles: abstract and impressionism. Pigeons 
were shown many different panting of Picasso and Monet. To 
get the food reward they had to select Picasso (Watanabe, 
1995). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Poetic license; the birds were not brought to any museum, 
but just recognized the Picasso’s painting in the lab where the 
experiment was conducted. 
 Then they were shown NEW paintings the pigeons had never 
seen before and the pigeons were able to distinguish the 
Picasso! 
How do they do it? They are able to generalize, by that I mean 
to form a concept in their small   brains. A concept is 
something not present in front of the eyes, but just in the minds. 
And if something is present just in the mind can I call it 
imagination? 
 
Pan enters the stage interrupting Isabella. The puppeteer in the wings has the command of a 
mechanical toy that looks like a rat. Pan, dressed like a LION, is behaving as a predator 
chasing after it. 
 
Pan is imagining this toy to be a prey. She is pretending to hunt. 
Pan is playing of course! Dogs play. I play too. I did it as a child 
with my toys, continue to do it now as an actress in the   theater. 
Is playing a way to prepare for life? A rehearsal to the many 
possible occurrences? A practice to be readier to any possible 
events? Is playing the manifestation of imagination? If Pan is 
playing can I assert she imagines and therefore she can think? 
Isabella grabs the cut out of the “thinking cloud’. Puppeteer and dog leave stage.  
We don’t know YET what causes thinking: we know it happens in 
the brain, the cerebral cortex has a lot to do with it, but also a 
complex system of neurons, synapses, ganglions, 
neurotransmitters which are found in the brains of all kinds of 
animals. We know there is a correlation between the size of the 
body and the brain. 
 
The puppeteer enters stage holding a huge brain. 
The biggest brain belongs to the sperm whale, the whale in Moby 
Dick. But size alone doesn’t matter.  
Our brain is relatively small. It weighs only 2% of our body, but 
contains a lot of neurons and consumes a lot of calories! A quarter 
of the calories we ingest every day is consumed by our brain. 
The favorite explanation for the evolution of cognition is the 
demand associated with living with others. The ‘Social 
Intelligence Hypothesis’ (Dunbar, 1998) argues that living in 
group stimulated the evolution of intelligence: language, 
communication, cooperation, even Machiavellian maneuvering to 
get along. 
But a lot of animals are social like us and not as cognitive. 
Recent studies point to cuisine as a dominant factor for the 
evolution of our cognition. (Rosati, 2017) 
 
I am Italian, love food and love this hypothesis. In fact, as soon as 
our ancestors discovered fire and started to cook- a fast way to 
ingest a lot of calories- our brain evolved. We started to do things 
never seen before: art, painting in the caves, civilization. 
 
Puppeteer enters with a try full of different brains. Isabella points to the different brains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Different animal brains 
 Brains! Different brains: alligator, sheep, dog, fish, pigeon. 
Different but the same. (Isabella picks up something so small 
from the tray that is invisible) Oh this is what a bee has in her 
head, so small, but enough to make them do incredible things. 
Scientists feel that thinking is so private it’s beyond scientific 
investigation. 
 
What I study at the University isn’t what animals think but the 
manifestation of their thoughts, communication and behavior. (Isabella 
pulls out the cut out of a speaking cloud) 
 
Animals may not speak to us, but can they speak to each other? Can a 
dolphin speak to another dolphin? Can a dog speak to another dog? 
It is easy to understand animals might have evolved communication 
systems that is not only based on sounds. Secret communication 
systems based on smells or gestures to elude predators or a language 
in frequencies that cannot be heard by them. 
This is a whistle used by hunters. It can be heard by dogs but not us. 
Pan can hear higher frequencies that our ears cannot catch. 
 
Isabella blows a whistle, no sounds, but Pan arrives on stage and then leaves the stage 
following command by puppeteer in the wings of the theater 
Low frequencies travel very far. 
Whales use low frequencies and can communicate at great 
distances. Possibly a whale in the water in Boston can speak to 
a whale in the waters of New York. A female can hear the song   
of males serenading miles away. 
Puppeteer and Pan enter stage dressed like elephants. 
Elephants too might use low frequencies to communicate. They 
are led by the great matriarch, the oldest, wisest female. The 
big herd of elephants are made of females and young males. 
Adults males separate from the herd and live alone. If 
poachers enter a national park, an elephant can alert all other 
elephants with low frequency sounds that travel miles and all 
the elephants move to the other side of the park away for the 
hunters (Moss,1989). 
Puppeteer and Pan dressed as elephants leave the stage 
Chimps can communicate, but mostly they use gestures. Some 
gestures are instinctual, other are learned, just like us (Savage-
Rumbaugh, 1978). 
 
If I do this (Isabella gathers her fingers in an Italian gesture 
that indicates a question) I am understood only in Italy. But if I 
smile I am understood all over the world from Italy to Japan to 
the USA. Our smile is part of our instinct, but the Italian gesture 
is part of a cultural repertoire that I have learned. 
 
Isabella gives a few examples of Italian gestures 
This is a question mark. This means “Are you hungry?” This 
means ‘Do you want to eat?” This means “Do you want to get 
out?” 
The same is true for chimps. Some chimp gestures are 
instinctual, others are learned. 
 
 
 Isabella wearing chimp gloves. Photo by Jody Shapiro. 
 
Isabella slips in gloves that make her arms look hairy like chimp’s arm and demonstrates chimp 
behavior. 
Males from all forests drag branches to proclaim their strength 
(Fouts, 1997). Of course, there are different personalities. One 
chimp may carry the branches this way, another this   way. 
Isabella demonstrates two different ways of how to carry a branch that demonstrates different 
personalities: one way is strong and menacing, the other way is delicate and intimidated 
Like with us, animals too have different personalities. Do you 
know my chickens have different personalities? There is shy 
one, the curious one, the aggressive one. Even ants apparently 
have personalities! There are the workaholics and also the 
slackers! (Moffet, 2011). 
 
Other gestures are learned and because they are learned, they 
change from forest to forest. Chimps salute like this in one 
forest and like that   in another and like this is another. 
(Isabella shows different ways chimps salute) 
Just as our accent in English changes from one region to 
another, there is an accent in England, another in the U.S. and 
another in Australia, the same is true for chimps. They have 
different accents, gesture accents. 
Chimps don’t have the vocal cords we have and cannot 
reproduce the varieties of our sounds. 
Because they communicate with gestures a chimp named 
Washoe was taught sign language (Gardener A.R.1969). 
Washoe was raised as one would raise a child: she wore 
clothes, sat at the table for dinner, watched TV to see how far 
she could go. 
Puppeteer enters with a toy chimp and start demonstrating with Isabella how Washoe was 
raised. 
Her hair was combed, her teeth brushed, and she did this to her 
toys. She leaned sign language and she even picked up gestures 
that were not explicitly taught to her. She just learned by 
observing. 
 
Isabella repeats some of the Italian gestures she demonstrated early in the show. Washoe does 
the same. 
What? Are you hungry? Do you want to go out? 
And when Washoe became a mother she thought sign language 
to her baby. (Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986) 
The chimps make gestures to mean: 
What? Are you hungry? Do you want to go out? Give me a hug! 
Learning from parents or other family members and passing on this knowledge 
from one generation to the next isn’t this the definition of culture? 
Do chimps have culture? 
(Puppeteer leaves stage taking chimps toys with him) 
 
Many different demarcations have been suggested to pinpoint exactly what 
make us, humans, different from animals. Inevitably one by one collapsed. (De 
Waal, 2019) 
Culture? No. Use of tools? Man, the tool user. 
Puppeteer enters stage and walks casually about. Isabella grabs a stone and using it as a 
weapon she throws it at the puppeteer who falls on the ground as if dead. 
No, so many animals can do it. I cannot even list them. Bugs 
use tools. Crows use cars as nutcrackers. They wait at the 
traffic light. Red, they line up the nuts in front of the car   
wheels. 
Greenlight, car goes, crack. Red light, eat, line up nuts and on 
and on. (Schiltuizen, 2018) 
(Puppeteer leaves the stage) 
Building tools? Man, the tool maker. 
Isabella grabs a primitive man axe. 
Making tools is much more sophisticated than simply using them. 
I need to fix a sharp stone onto a stick with leather straps and 
make an axe! 
No! Crows built tools, not nut crackers but they shape branches 
into hooks to fish out insects hiding in tree holes. (Weir, 2002) 
What else can distinguish us from animals? 
Lying!? It might be not so nice to lie, even immoral, but it 
certainly demonstrates a sharp mind and ability to imagine 
what is in the other person’s mind and manipulate these 
thoughts.  
I am an actress, I pretend, I deceive, I manipulate, I lie! Well, 
animals can do this too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To watch Green Porno: Mamma’s Piping Plover episode click here. 
 
When video ends Isabella walks to the toy piano on stage and starts playing a bird song. 
Many composers tried to capture bird songs in their music. 
Our voice cannot do it because birds sing at very high pitch. 
Some species have a different larynx than ours that allows 
them to sing with two voices at once. Musical instruments, 
like this piano, can’t do it either. 
Birds sing in an extremely fast tempo (Isabella tries to play 
the piano at a very fast tempo) Impossible for our musical 
instruments to replicate. 
The invention of sonogram after World War II revolutionized 
the study of bird songs. Before 1950 scientists relied on their 
ears, but after 1950 the bird songs are not listened to, but 
looked   at. 
 
On the screen, the image an Indigo Bunting song translated into a spectrogram. (Marler, 
2004) 
 
This is the song of a bird called Indigo Bunting from three 
different States: Michigan, Kentucky, and New York translated 
into the visual rendering called spectrogram. Notice that there 
are slight differences. Why? Could it be an accent? If so, maybe 
it is an indication that bird songs are learned and not part of 
their instinctual repertoire. 
Puppeteer brings on stage a tree. On its branches two nests by two different species of birds. 
In the nest, there are eggs and mamma and daddy birds sitting next to each nest. 
 
Scientists wanted to make sure. (Baptista, 1981).  They 
swapped an egg from the nest of one species and placed it in 
the nest of another species. (Isabella demonstrates) If the song 
were instinctual the baby bird would sing the song of his 
biological parents, but if the song was   learned, the baby bird 
would sing the song of his adoptive parents. When the chick 
was born after a period of babbling (Marler, 1970) , because 
indeed chicks babble too just like our babies do before 
mastering speaking, he sang something really strange. 
Puppeteer manipulates a finger puppet chick that emits a squeaky sound. 
 
He did not sing like his biological parents nor did he sing 
like his adoptive parents. He sang something in-between the 
biological and adoptive parents. It was incomprehensible. 
No one understood him. 
Scientists concluded that bird songs are probably a mix of 
instinct and learned behavior, or the nature/nurture mix that is 
so hard to disentangle. 
Nevertheless, because bird songs are learned, or partially 
learned, they are susceptible to accents. 
As soon as a bird opens his beak the other birds can tell a lot 
about him. Just as it is for us as    when we open our mouth. 
Birds know which forests he comes from, his background, the 
family lineage, who is the father because the songs are learned 
from the fathers. 
 
Lots of animals sing; crickets, whales, frogs, orcas, mice, bats. 
They mostly sing to seduce and Darwin said that probably our 
ancestors sang before they could speak. (Darwin, 1871). 
 
We serenaded before we said, “I love   you.” 
Puppeteer enters walking awkwardly: he is pretending to be a primitive man. He sees Isabella 
and starts serenading to her to seduce her. He sings with a “primitive voice”. Isabella responds 
with a “primitive voice.” By “primitive voice” it is meant to be a horrible way of singing. 
Isabella interrupts the horrible singing. 
Wait a minute! Why would our ancestors sing so badly? Whale 
sing beautifully. Birds sign magnificently. Crickets to our ears 
might just sound like cri- cri- cri, but if the recorded sound is 
simply slowed down it resonates like a choir of angels. 
Sound of cricket is played to the audience1 
 
For an audio recording of God’s Crickets by Jim Wilson Click here.    
After the crickets’ song end. Isabella resumes her speculation about primitive man singing. 
Maybe our ancestors serenaded like this. 
Puppeteer and Isabella sign with opera voices and start dancing. 
 
Singing in unison. Dancing in synchronizing steps. What it is it 
all about? Is dancing and singing having the same effect on them 
that they have on us? For us it is a way of communicating, to 
know each other, to enter in sync, to bond, to link. (Vickhoff, 
2013). 
 
Puppeteer leaves the stage. Isabella continues her monologue. 
Our ancestors, without understanding evolution or genetic, 
shaped new species: our domestic animals. 
                                               
1This info was taken from an NPR interview with musician Tom Waits. I could never verify if it was scientifically 
correct, but kept it in the show for the theatricality of it: It's a mysteriously beautiful recording from, I am told, 
Robbie Robertson's label. It's of crickets. That's right, crickets. The first time I heard it... I swore I was 
listening to the Vienna Boys Choir, or the Mormon Tabernacle choir. It has a four-part harmony. It is a 
swaying choral panorama. Then a voice comes in on the tape and says, "What you are listening to is the sound 
of crickets. The only thing that has been manipulated is that they slowed down the tape." No effects have been 
added of any kind, except that they changed the speed of the tape. The sound is so haunting. I played it for 
Charlie Musselwhite, and he looked at me as if I pulled a Leprechaun out of my pocket. 
 
 
 
Sheep were made to be white (Clutton-Brock, 1981) a rare color 
in wild animals unless they are from the North Pole where they 
can camouflage in snow and ice. The natural color of sheep is 
dark. The famous black sheep is still the manifestation of its 
ancestral natural   color. 
Then who knows what happen?! Maybe a mutation, a genetic 
mistake, and white sheep were born. A freakish mistake that our 
ancestors liked and selected. 
Pan dressed like a sheep. Isabella acts like one of our ancestors delighted by the sight of a white 
lamb. 
Look how pretty this white lamb is! I want more of them. 
And only knowing that offspring looks like their parents, the 
primitive men started to select for white sheep. 
By selecting I mean they mated the white sheep hoping she will 
have baby lambs that would be white too. And indeed, white lambs 
were born. And mated these new white sheep to   others. 
Little by little, years after years, generation after generation, they 
obtained more and more of them. 
Puppeteer enters with flock of puppet sheep. 
Finally, they obtained flocks of white sheep 
 
Puppeteer and Pan leave stage as Isabella continues speaking. 
We are still shaping animals by manipulating evolution.   Modern 
breeds of chickens for example grow faster and bigger than 
heritage breeds. (Appleby, 2004) 
At my farm, I mostly have heritage breeds, nowadays rarer. Once 
by mistake I received a shipment with a modern breed which was 
selected in the last decade. This new breed is called a “broiler.” 
No equivocation about these birds’ destiny: to be eaten. The 
broilers grow faster and fatter than the older breeds, the heritage 
chickens. Look at the difference at 4 weeks of age! 
 Photo of 4 weeks old chicks: heritage and modern breed. 
 
On screen the photo of a 4 weeks old chickens one modern and one heritage breed.  
All domestic animals come from wild ones. (Grandin, 2014). We made 
the great, great, great, great grandfather of a wild boar evolved to 
become our domestic pig. 
 
We made the great, great, great, great grandfather of the Auroch cow 
became our domestic cow. 
 We made the ancestors of the Asian Red Jungle Fowl became our 
domestic chickens. 
 
Our ancestors captured wild animals and selected throughout centuries the ones 
they liked the most. The calmer, easier to handle and the fattest because most of 
the time we ate them. 
 
In other words, we manipulated evolution to create new kinds of  
animals useful to us (Darwin, 1859). 
 
We then selected for talents and created breeds; hunting dogs, herding dogs, guard  
dogs. 
Not all animals could be domesticated though! The ancestors of the 
giraffes, rhinos or leopards could not be domesticated (Zeuner, 1963). 
 
 
Wild animals that could be domesticated have to have certain characteristics: 
They have to naturally live in large groups. 
 
They have to have a parent-baby bond that could be skewed to make them bond 
with us too. 
 
They cannot be “choosy” because we humans choose their mates to 
select for traits we like. Most domestic animals are more promiscuous 
than the wild ones. 
The wolf domestication is intriguing. It doesn’t seem that was 
driven by our desire to eat them, but by friendship.  Our ancestors 
might have found a litter of pup wolves and raised them, then 
selected the tamest ones, the least aggressive,   and mated those to 
obtain a non-aggressive wolf, but it seems more plausible that the 
wolf self - domesticated. (Hare & Wood, 2013) 
 
At least at first then man might have help along and 15,000 years 
ago wolves became dogs.From wild to tame (a wild animal 
unafraid of man), to domestication (a wild animal that starts 
having genetic changes) and the wolf became the dog. It is also 
possible that humans and wolves shaped each other. 
The process of going from one species until there are so many 
changes we feel the need to give it a new name, call it another 
species, in science, is known  as “speciation.  
 
Two images from the video to illustrates speciation: the wolf 
becomes the do 
 
Video is shown to the audience. Here text that accompanies the video describing wolf 
domestication. 
A hundred thousand years ago, men and women were primitive. They ate 
what they killed. When tired, they retreated into caves, where they lived, to 
hide and protect themselves from wild animals, such as wolves. Wolves dared 
to come near man’s dwelling and ate scraps and garbage. And men let them 
because wolves provided a kind of primitive housekeeping service and did 
just that for thousands and thousands of years. 
But 15,000 years ago, something changed. The wolf became the dog. The 
genes that made some wolves less aggressive, more inclined to be tamed and 
live next to man, were probably linked to other changes: ears became floppy, 
white patches appeared on their fur. The wolves started to look like dogs. 
Wolf might have self-domesticated and men might have helped too by 
controlling who the wolf would mate with. By keeping them close to his 
dwelling he could keep a close eye on the wolf family. 
(A bush is shaking) What is happening? He is barking, warning men, providing 
a primitive alarm system, what is in that bush? What makes it shake? The 
collaboration between wolf and men was favored by a similar social structure. 
They both defend their territory, they both protected their young, and they hunt 
similarly. They signal each other, they agree on strategies. Their collaboration 
was successful and it was advantageous to both species, who started to share a 
lot. Thousands and thousands of years passed. 
Generations after generations. But one thing remained constant: kinder 
wolves were the most fit to live close to men. The wolves evolve into dogs. 
Dogs were the first animal ever to be domesticated and share their life with 
man. Dogs are known as man’s best friend. 
 
Video ends. Rolling of drums and the Puppeteer dressed like a wolf enters stage left holding 
Pan the domesticated dog. He places Pan on the stool. Isabella enters and in a triumphant tone 
she states: 
The wolf became the dog! From “man eater” to “man’s best 
friend”.  In this case rather than “the survival of the fittest,” it 
would be best to say, “the survival of the friendliest.” 
Darwin’s quote appears on the screen 
A quote from Darwin’s book, “Origin of Species”- “Man went on 
selecting and almost certainly modified unintentionally other parts 
of the structure, owing to the mysterious law of correlation.” 
The mysterious laws of correlation are a reference to genetics, 
which was not yet discovered but Darwin knew that children look 
like parents; there was a correlation but the mechanism , the 
nature of this correlation was still a mystery. 
The “unintentional modification of certain parts” are the typical 
sign of domestication... 
Puppeteer leaves the stage. Isabella show Pan typical signs of domestication 
...floppy ears. All wild canids whether it is a wolf, a fox, or a coyote, 
all have straight ears but dogs have floppy ears. 
Blotchy marks, very common in domestic animals, think of cows or 
goats. (Belyaev, 1981) 
Playfulness: dogs are always ready to play, Other animals once 
adult don’t play as much as dogs. 
Dogs are eternally puppies. Scientists refer to this as “neoteny”, meaning that 
centuries after centuries of favoring non-aggressive individuals, other youthful 
characteristic might have been unintentionally selected too, like eternal 
youthful behavior. Dogs might be the Peter Pan of wolves and this is why I 
called my dog Peter Pan. Pan for short. 
Isabella makes Pan do some tricks: 
Give me your paw. Dance.  
Roll over. 
She pickup her dog and speaks to her in friendly tones with a high pitch voice that we generally 
reserved for our   babies. 
Thank God for domestication that took all the big, bad wolf out 
of you! Now you are a nice little doggy that I can hold and kiss. 
Good little Pan. 
Isabella stops. Looks embarrassed and addresses the audience. 
I know what you think - “Here is Isabella with her maternal 
instinct gone astray. She talks to her dog as if it is her baby. 
Typical of old ladies like her! Poor old woman, she is 
pathetic!” 
You are wrong! It may not be my fault, but the fault of 
evolution that made me like this! 
We domesticated wolves, but wolves might have domesticated 
us too kidnapping the tender feelings we originally reserved for 
our babies for themselves. (Hare, 2013) 
 We are after all the top predators. 
The dog leaves stage 
Talking with a high pitch voice to animals has been subject of 
scientific investigation. It is known in the scientific milieu as the 
Morton’s Law  (Morton, 1977). Prof. Eugene Morton found  out 
that there is a kind of an “interspecies language” that allows 
many different animals, at least mammals and birds, to 
understand each other. We co-evolved and it’s possible that   
upward calls indicate to all species surprise and delight. Long 
descending calls are calming and reassuring, and that single 
abrupt sound are always threatening. 
Isabella gives examples of these sounds; a kind of gibberish language than nevertheless 
conveys   intentions. 
We have a word in theater to describe this: “prosody.” Poets use 
it, singers use it, actors use it. 
As an actress, I know that it is not WHAT I say but HOW I say it 
that gives meaning. I can say “I love you” and mean “I hate 
you.” 
Do you want to see? 
Isabella as an actress demonstrates how the same sentences “I love you” can change meaning 
just by using   tones, 
I love you (meaning “I hate you”) 
I love you (sincere and passionate) 
I love you (distracted and dismissive) 
I love you (laughing cruelly) 
We and animals might communicate to each other the same way 
poets, singers, actors communicate.  Prosody. 
Not all animals are sensitive to prosody, probably not the insects. 
Bees for example make buzzing sounds but don’t use it to 
communicate. They communicate in the darkness of their hives with 
a language made of smells, vibrations, dances and trophallaxis.  
(Caron, 1999) 
 
Trophallaxis is type of communication done by vomiting and 
defecating in each other’s mouth. 
 
The puppeteer and Pan enter the stage dressed like bees.  
  
 Photo of Pan dressed like a bee.  
 
Pan is not going to demonstrate trophallaxis, but will show the bee dances discovered by Karl   
von Frisch in the 1930s (Von Frisch, 1953). 
Here is the round dance! 
Music: Dog and puppeteer dance in circles 
This dance indicates to the other bees in the hive a nearby 
source of food like a patch of flowers. 
The waggle dance is more complicated and it is used to 
communicate locations that are   faraway. 
Puppeteer tries the complicated waggle dance. Isabella looks at the strange dance with 
discouragement. It doesn’t look good, but continues the explanation. 
Bees can give instructions to locations that are as far as 2 miles 
away from the hive! Bees can waggle their ass 14 times per 
second... 
Isabella stops her explanation exasperated by the puppeteer and dog bad imitation of bee dances 
and ask them to leave the stage 
Come on! What is this? You cannot do “bees!” Leave, please 
leave the stage! Ladies and gentlemen here is a film about bees. 
 
The Video starts. 
 
 
Image from the video: Karl von Frisch observing bees by their hive. 
 
Here text that accompanies the video describing bee dances and the letter between Carl 
Jung wrote to Karl von Frisch (Griffin D. Animal Mind 2001). 
“Before we swarm, leaving the old nest to build the new one, in the darkness 
of the hive we share our different opinions about where to go with different 
dances. We know we reach consensus when we all start dancing the same. We 
swarm out to find new colonies. 
Carl Jung wrote a letter to Karl Von Frisch. Carl Jung, along with Sigmund 
Freud, is considered the forefather of psychology. And Karl Von Frisch is 
considered one of the forefathers of animal behavior studies. Von Frisch won 
the Nobel Prize for the discovery of how bees communicate to each other. They 
communicate by dancing. And Von Frisch was able to recognize two food 
distinctive dances. The round dance is used by the bees to communicate about 
sources of food nearby the hive. The waggle dance is used to indicate directions 
for long-distance flights. 
Dear Karl Von Frisch, not only do bees tell their comrades that they round a 
new feeding place, but they also indicate its direction and distance. This kind at 
message is no different in principle from information conveyed by human 
beings. We’re faced with the fact that their ganglion system apparently achieves 
exactly the same results as our cerebral cortex. 
 
When the video ends she re-enters the stage. 
We human have only 5 senses. Animals might have more and 
different senses than ours. For example, in our human eyes there 
are three different types of cells called “cones” to perceive colors. 
Shrimp have 17 different types of cones! Can you imagine how 
they perceive the world? 
We lack the ability to see ultraviolet light. My chickens can see 
some in this range (Barber, 2012). 
We cannot see polarized light that is perceived by the bees (Caron, 
1999). 
We cannot to hear ultrasonic sounds. 
We are not sensitive to the magnetism of the Earth, birds are and 
probably it gives them a kind of internal compass that helps 
during migration to fly from one continent to another (Marler, P. 
2004). 
We don’t have long whiskers that cats have which allows them to perceive the 
slight changes in air   pressure. 
Our ears cannot move like dog’s ears. 
The puppeteer and Pan enter the stage. 
Pan can hear much better than I. 
She can probably hear my heartbeat (sound of heartbeat) 
My stomach growling (sound of stomach growling) 
Pan can see but slightly differently than me. There are two 
basic cells in the eye: one that distinguishes color called 
“cones’ and the one that distinguishes movement called 
“rods”. 
Dog and human have the same two types of cells but in 
different proportions. We have more cells perceiving more 
colors than dogs. Dogs have more rods than us perceiving the 
slightest little movements that would go unnoticed by   us. 
I wonder if with her acute perception of movements, she is 
still able to verify if my toy monkey orchestra is still playing. I 
loved this toy! The monkeys used to play with gusto, with 
great vigor, then less and less enthusiasm until, it seems to 
me, they stop playing. 
Isabella changes subject and wiggles her fingers at the side of her face and explains 
You can have a sense of your rod vison by wiggling the 
fingers at the side of your face because we have more rods at 
the periphery of our eyes. We can see movement, right? But 
cannot distinguish colors or shapes very well, right? 
Puppeteer fixes a camera-prop on Pan’s head and sits the dog facing the screen. 
 
This is a special instrument coming directly from Silicon Valley. By placing on 
Pan’s head, we will be able to see how Pan sees. * 
*(Poetic license: there is not such machine. I made it up to 
simulate in a theatrical way how a dog sees.) 
Video: We see how Pan sees: Colors are not as vibrant and the orchestra monkey toys are 
playing. 
My monkey’s orchestra is still playing even though it is 
imperceptible to me. But Pan cannot see the many colors on the 
set. She cannot see the beautiful red color of my piano. 
The puppeteer removes the camera from the dog’s head. The screen goes dark ending the dog 
sight simulation. Pan starts smelling Isabella’s hands. 
Dogs strongest sense is smell. Pan’s little nose, not bigger than 
a button, has billion olfactory receptors. She perceives the 
world in smell. 
Some scientists argue that different species perceive the world 
so differently from us that even if we could communicate we 
won’t understand each other. 
A poet wrote (Ackerley J.R. 1956) “Dogs write their history in 
urine and read it with their noses.” Pan left me many urine 
messages. I didn’t really understand them. I cannot read urine. 
I might never have the answers to the question I asked myself 
since I was a child since I was a child “Do animals think? Do 
animals feel.” I went back to University to find the answer, but.... 
Ah if I could only have King Solomon's magic ring, the one that 
allowed him to talk to animals! 
The puppeteer enters stage carrying on a velvet pillow the magical ring. Isabella is enchanted, 
takes the ring and slips it on her finger. 
It’s a magic moment: Lights on stage change, magical music fills the theater. We can now 
understand what Pan is saying. 
Puppeteers holds the dog and simulates he is now speaking. 
 
Pan: 
Isabella can I please smell your butt? 
Isabella (busts out laughing): 
Of course, I should have known the first thing you said to me was 
asking to smell my butt. Do you have dogs? It makes sense, right? 
This is the first thing they do when meeting Pan I am so glad to 
understand what you say, to talk to you but NO you cannot smell 
my butt. 
Pan:  
OK. I smell you have defecated this 
morning. Your hormone levels tell me you are in menopause. You 
must be old. 
Isabella (annoyed): 
Old-ish! 
Pan: 
I can smell your armpits. They are sweating. Your heartbeat just 
increased. Is something alarming you? 
 
In fact, Isabella is becoming increasingly embarrassed by Pan’s magical talk. 
 
Isabella: 
Yes... you are stressing me! You are embarrassing me with your 
talk! 
Pan:  
Why? Wasn’t this what you always asked yourself since you were a 
child? Can animals feel and think? 
Isabella:  
Yes, all my life I wanted to know if animals can think and feel. 
Pan:  
Yes, we can. I can smell emotions. 
Isabella:  
Ah! Of course, you can smell my   emotions 
Pan:  
I can smell through any obstacle you put up, even through your 
clothes.... 
Isabella’s clothes fly off her leaving her naked on stage. (a skin- colored leotard of course!) 
She looks at the public, tries to cover herself, throws the magical ring away and runs off 
stage totally embarrassed. 
The magic moment is over. Special magic lights and music ends abruptly. Pan’s magic talk 
stops. 
The lights dim down to illuminate Pan alone on stage. Cacophony of animals sounds. The 
complete darkness. 
 
 
THE END 
 
 
 Photo by Brigitte Lacombe: Isabella in “naked” costume holding the two actress dogs that 
she uses in the show to play Pan. 
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